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S e l e c t i o n  G u i d e  f o r  Comm e r c i a l  D i s h w a s h e r s
Keeping your dishes and glasses clean is essential to the life of your business. Cleaning your soiled wares is a major 
success or failure point for health inspectors, and it can make or break your establishment's reputation. If you want 
to make sure your business continues to grow and abide by federal, state, and local laws, choosing the correct 
commercial dishwasher is critical.

TYPES OF DISHWASHERS 
Undercounter Dish Machines: For small operations like diners, cafes, or churches, an undercounter dishwasher is 
a good choice. They are small and compact, taking up only as much space as a residential dishwasher, but can still 
process up to 35 racks per hour. These dish machines may have a door, though carousel type undercounter glass 
washers are also available. These types of dishwashers work well in establishments that serve less than 100 meals 
per hour like small diners or bars. 

Single and Double Rack Door Type Dish Machines: Door type dish machines are just like they sound. They  
generally stand up on legs and the washing compartment has one or two doors on the sides to load and unload 
racks of dishes. Inside, wash arms power the dishes clean. They come in either high temperature options or low  
temperature chemical sanitizing options.

Conveyor Type Dish Machines: Noble Warewashing 44 Conveyor High Temperature Dishwasher - Left to Right, 
208V, 3 Phase Also just like they sound, these dishwashers feature conveyor belts that run through the machine 
to carry wash racks under stationary spray arms to be washed, rinsed, and sanitized. Many models, like the Noble 
Warewashing conveyor series, come in either high temperature hot water sanitizing or low temperature chemical 
sanitizing options and can take on over 200 racks per hour.

Undercounter 35 Under 100 1,575

Door Type 175 100 - 500 5,625

Conveyor Type 700 500 - 2,000 20,250

Type Max. Racks Per Hour Meals Served Per Hour Max. Dishes Per Hour

WAREWASHING CHEMICALS 
When you're working with low temp machines, it's vital to use machine dishwashing chemicals to ensure proper 
cleaning with every use. These chemicals enable your commercial dishwasher to sanitize and clean dishes at  
temperatures that won't naturally sanitize your dishware. When you shop for the proper chemicals, you should look 
for a chemical that will work with both your warewashing systems and the dishware you're cleaning.

For example, certain commercial ware washing units may only accept powder, liquid, or solid detergent, and some 
metal products are made with materials that wear after washing because they require a metal safe detergent. While 
there are multiple brands you can choose, our range of chemicals are some of the most effective and affordable 
commercial dishwashing chemicals in the industry, helping to cut down on your cost while keeping your business up 
to code.


